
                                                              

Final Results 

INTERCONTINENTAL PRO/AMA  

COMBAT LEAGUE OF ALL STYLES XXV 

(17 May 2018, Ufa/Russia) 

 

1 pair  

Victoria Tskhovrebova (fight club “Kolos”, Vladikavkaz/Russia) - 

Samira Badrtdinova (fight club “Ramadan”, Republic of Bashkortostan /Russia) 

 - the unanimous decision of the judges was won by Victoria Tskhovrebova 

 referee Abulkhanov Ildar 

 

 

2 pair  

Ivan Goroshenko (fight club “Crystal”, Magnitogorsk/Russia) - 

 Miguel Espadafora (fight club “Batyr”, Luanda/Angola) 

 - technical knockout on the third minute (2:10) 2 round  

of victory Miguel Espadafora won  

referee Abulkhanov Ildar 

 

 

 

3 pair 

 Nijat Imanov (fight club “Division”, Baku/ Azerbaijan) -  

Marat Murzagulov (fight club “Batyr”, Republic of Bashkortostan/Russia)  

- painful reception on the hand in the second minute (2:12) of the first round of the 

victory won Nijat Imanov  

referee Abulkhanov Ildar 

 

 

4 pairs  

Kabilan Nuraly uulu (fight club “Erem Aikol Manas”, Bishkek/ Kyrgyzstan) - 

Vagiz Ismagilov (fight club “Batyr”, Republic of Bashkortostan/Russia)  

- the unanimous decision of the judges won Vagiz Ismagilov  

referee Abulkhanov Ildar 

 

 

 



 

 

5 pair 

 Ivan Ivelaw (fight club “Top”, Astana/ Kazakhstan) - Temirkhan Temirkhanov  

(fight club “Fight Eagels”, Makhachkala/Russia) - Temirkhan Temirkhanov won by 

unanimous decision of the judges  

referee Abulkhanov Ildar 

 

 

6 pair  

Mahmadsharif Mirzahojayev (fight club “Ahmad”, Tajikistan) - 

 Evgeny Khazov (fight club “Pride” Magnitogorsk/Russia) 

 - suffocating reception on the second minute (1:48) of the first round  

the victory was won by Evgeny Khazov  

referee Nurislamov Marat 

 

 

7 pair  

Imomali Ganiev (fight club “Ahmad”, Dushanbe/ Tajikistan) – 

 Shamil Yamilov (fight club “Batyr”, Republic of Bashkortostan/Russia) 

 - technical knockout on the third minute (2:14) 1 round of victory won Shamil Amirov 

referee Nurislamov Marat 

 

 

                                            8 pairs 

The main event of the evening 

 Dmitry Shulgin (fight club “Division”, Donetsk/ Donetsk people's Republic)-  

Ilham Nazimov (fight club “Pride”, Tashkent/ Uzbekistan) 

 - suffocating reception on the third minute (2:07) of the first round the victory  

was won by Ilham Nazimov 

 referee Nurislamov Marat 

 
 

9 pair 

Fight of the night 

Nikita Pichulyak (fight club “Crystal”, Magnitogorsk/Russia) - Didzis Verbickis 

(fight club “Valmieras Boxing club”, Riga/ Latvia) - the unanimous decision of 

judges the victory was won by Didzis Verbickis 

referee Nurislamov Marat 


